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Abstract
Neutrally buoyant SOFAR floats at nominal depths of 800, 1800, and 3300 m
were tracked for 21 months in the vicinity of western boundar curents nea 6N
and at several sites in the Atlantic near 11N and along the equator. Thajectories at
1800 m show a swift (:; 50 cm/sec), narow (100 km wide) southward-flowing deep
western boundary curent (DWBC) extending from 7N to the equator. At times
(Februar-March 1989) DWBC water tured eastward and flowed along the equa-
tor and at other times (August-September 1990) the DWBC crossed the equator
and continued southward. The mean velocity near the equator was eastward from
Februar 1989 to February 1990 and westward from March 1990 to November 1990.
Thus the cross-equatorial flow in the DWBC appeared to be linked to the direction
of equatorial currents which varied over periods of more than a year. No obvious
DWBC nor swift equatorial current was observed by 3300 m floats.
Eight-hundred-meter floats revealed a northwestward intermediate level west-
ern boundary current although flow patterns were complicated. Three floats that
significantly contributed to the northwestward flow looped in anticyclonic eddies
that translated up the coast at 8 cm/ sec. Six 800 m floats drifted eastward along
the equator between 5S and 6N at a mean velocity of 11 cm/sec; one reached 5W
in the Gulf of Guinea, suggesting that the equatorial current extended at least 35-
40° along the equator. Three of these floats reversed direction near the end of the
tracking period, implying low frequency fluctuations.
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i Introduction
This report describes SaFAR float trajectories in the equatorial Atlantic at depths
of 800 m in the Antarctic Intermediate Water and at 1800 m and 3300 m in the
North Atlantic Deep Water. The fundamental issue investigated is the exchange
of water between the North and South Atlantic Ocean. Water mass properties
including freon imply that deep western boundar current (DWBC) water splits
near the equator, with part flowing eastward along the equator and par continuing
southward along the western boundary. It was not known to what extent the tongue
of freon lying along the equator near 1700 m is due to advection or to enhanced
mixing. Thus a secondar issue investigated is the nature of the connection between
the DWBC and flow along the equator.
The DWBC is the major pathway by which cold deep water flows southward
into the South Atlantic and, eventually, into the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The
warm upper layer in the Atlantic, including the intermediate water, is thought to
flow northward in compensation for the deep water. Schmitz and Richardson (1991)
have identified 13 x 106 m3/s of upper level water from the South Atlantic flowing
northward across, the equator into the Gul Stream. Neither flow had previously
been directly measured crossing the equator. This large-scale thermohalne circu-
lation results in a northward heat flux through the Atlantic which is important
for world climate. An improved understanding of the thermohaline circulation and
its varability is required in order to design a scheme to measure vaiations in the
meridional flux of heat in the oceans and varations in climate.
The results described here are the fist subsurace float trajectories in this
region. They reveal new information concerning the thermohaline circulation, in-
cluding a swift, '" 50 cm/sec, southward-flowing DWBC at 1800 m that at times
feeds into an eastward equatorial current and at other times crosses the equator
directly. These data provide a first direct measurement of the cross-equatorial flow
of deep water and its complex patterns. Some floats at 800 m and 1800 m drifted
long distances along the equator, up to 380 of longitude, and give a fist Lagrangian
view of these equatorial currents and their connections to the currents along the
western boundar.
The report is divided into two main pars. The fist follows this introduction
and summarzes the whole experiment. The second par consists of two appendices
that show some summary composites of trajectories (Appendix A) and plots of
individual floats (Appendix B).
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2 Methods
Durng January and Februar 1989,48 SaFAR floats were launched in the tropical
Atlantic, 14 at 800 m in the intermediate water, 15 at 1800 m and 15 at 3300 m
in the deep water, and 4 by J. Price as engineering tests of a Bobber float, at
depths near 300 and 650 db (Figue 1, Tables I and II). The floats were traced
acousticaly from January 1989 to November 1990 by means of an aray of six
moored autonomous listening stations. See Table I for the dates durng which
each float was tracked. Float tracking is continuing for an additional two yeas.
Thity-one of the floats were launched along a line spaning the Atlantic between
6N and 11N, with closest spacing between floats near the western boundary off
French Guiana, where the velocity is swiftest. Seventeen floats were launched along
the equator in the west, where meridional flow is thought to cross the equator and
eastward flow along the equator originates. Thus the whole width of the Atlantic
between French Guiana and West Africa was instrumented with floats, although
sparsely in the eastern region.
All but two of the 800 m and 1800 m floats were tracked for the full 21 months
and were heard out to ranges of 3000 km (Table I). One float (28) entered the
Carbbean and another (34) faded after six months. Six of the 3300 m floats were
never heard, two due to a reduced range of around 1000 km there, four due to
unexplained failures. The mean trackable lifetime of 3300 m floats was around a
year due to their gradually sinking toward the lower limit of the sound chaneL.
Most of the deep floats that were tracked could be heard by at least one listening
station up to October 1990.
a) Temperature and pressure
All floats except the four Bobbers failed to tranmit correct temperature and pres-
sure data after they had equilibrated, and they also failed to activate their buoyancy
control which keeps them at constant pressure. In order to estimate equilibrium
depths at sea,. two floats at each level were followed acousticaly from the ship as
they sank. The floats at the 800 db level equilbrated at 795 db and 800 db; those
at the 1800 db level equilibrated at 1825 db and 1770 db. Two deep floats were
followed down to 2570 db and 2860 db where their telemetry stopped. An extrapo-
lation of their data to equilbrium pressure showed that the floats reached 3255 db
and 3250 db. In the following, the three equilibrium pressures wil be referred to
as 800 m, 1800 m, and 3300 m, but individual floats could have differed from these
noiinal depths.
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Table II: Autonomous Listening Station (ALS) Moorings
ALS
ALS ALS Depth
Site # (m)
Launch Recovery
Date Date
yymmdd yymmdd
Latitude Longitude
deg. N deg. W
A 160A 950
B 161A 815
C 162A 645
D 163A 751
E 164A 751
F 159A 756
890109 901030
890112 901102
890117 901119
890119 901108
890123 901112
890108 901028
13.453
7.845
0.519
-4.711
0.034
6.980
49.260
40.345
30.848
25.667
38.276
51.235
All ALSs functioned normaly except for 159A which faied electronicaly on 890816.
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To determine the equilibrium pressure of the deep floats, the linear regression
between the square of the float's vertical velocity and the pressure was used to es-
timate the pressure at the point of zero velocity. Vertical velocity was calculated
from the pressure time series telemetered from the floats as they descended. This
method assumed that at any instant the drag force on a float, given by p /2( C DA W2)
where CD is the drag coeffcient, A is the area, p is the water density, and W is
vertical velocity, is balanced by the negative buoyancy force on the float, which is
proportional to its height above equibrium pressure. Calculations using a charac-
teristic CTD profile in the tropical Atlantic show that the negative buoyancy of a
deep float is approximately linear from its equilbrium pressure up to a pressure of
around 1000 db. The drag coeffcient of spheres vs Reynold number is nearly con-
stant over virtualy the entire range of vertical velocities experienced by the floats
as they descended.
Without active ballasting, SOFAR floats gradually sink due to the slow defor-
mation of their pressure housing, which is aluminum for 800 m and 1800 m floats
and glass for 3300 m floats. In order to estimate this sink rate, all avalable histori-
cal float data were examned. Ten aluminum floats and five glass floats were found
to give reliable estimates of the long-term sink rate (Table III). The low number
is because (1) most floats actively adjusted their buoyancy to maintain a constant
pressure, (2) most floats were ballasted too deep and rose toward their target pres-
sure, and (3) many floats were near the Gulf Stream where their pressure vaied in
time due to the vertical heaving of the water column, which made estimating the
sink rate diffcult.
The mean sink rate and standard error of aluminum floats was 0.37:l0.05 db/d.
No obvious relationship was seen between their sink rate and the pressure level,
which suggests that the mean sink rate is appropriate for all depths. The mean rate
implies that the 800 m and 1800 m floats would have sun around 230 m over the 21
months discussed here. The mean sink rate of the glass floats was 0.62 :l0.11 db/d,
which implies that the 3300 m floats would have sunk around 220 m over their mean
lifetime of 12 months. The gradualy decreasing acoustic range observed with the
3300 m floats is inferred to be due to their gradual sinking toward the lower limit
of the sound channeL.
b) Groundings
A few 1800 m floats on the inshore edge of the DWBC drifted into water shalower
than their equilibrium depth and probably dragged along the sea floor. One of these
(float 10) clearly went aground after 51 days and remained stuck for the rest of the
21 months. The speed of a few of these DWBC floats seemed to decrease as they
7
Table III: Slow Sinking Rate of SO FAR Floats
Aluminum floats
Float ID Pressure (db)
GU 162 2000
G U 156 2000
LD 62 700
G U 167 2000
LD 86 1300
MO 10 1500
LD 51 1300
MO 5 1500
MO 2 1500
LD 65 700
average
Glass floats
Float ID Pressure (db)
MA 24 2500
MA 25 2500
MA 22 2500
MA 26 2500
MA 63 2500
average
Days in water
278
260
147
120
92
72
69
58
52
32
Days in water
1320
1240
740
740
320
Sink Rate (db / d)a
0.18
0.36
0.37
0.22
0.41
0.69
0.22
0.48
0.39
0.42
0.37:i0.05b
Sink Rate (db/dY
0.32
0.46
0.74
0.70
0.93
0.62:: o.iid
a) Around half of the aluminum floats exhibited a somewhat decreasing sink rate
with time. For these, the slower sink rate is given since this would seem to be the
best estimate of the long term rate. Only floats that san longer than 30 days were
included because of this vaable rate. The wal thickness of the alumnum tubes
was 1.59 cm for shalow ones (.. 1000 db) and 1.90 cm for deep ones (:; 1000) db.
b) The standard deviation of values is 0.15 db/d and the standard error is 0.05 db/d.
c) The glass float's sinking rate deviated in curious ways from a constant rate (Res
and Gould, personal communication).
d) The standard deviation of values is 0.24 db/d and the standard error is 0.11 db/d.
The data imply that the longer a float is in the water the slower its sink rate, which
results from slower sinking floats taking longer to reach equiibrium pressure than
faster sinkng ones.
8
drifted landward, probably due to both friction as the floats dragged on the sea
floor and reduced near-bottom water velocity.
The abilty of a float to drag upslope along the bottom into water shalower
than the equilibrium depth can be understood by a simple calculation. Imagine
an 1800 m float that is cared upslope along the sea floor to 1300 db where the
float is approximately 0.5 kg negatively buoyant. If we assume that the drag of
_ the sea floor on the bottom of a drfting float is equal to this vaue, that the float
remains vertical, and that its drag coeffcient is 1.0, then an average water velocity
of", 7 em/see past the float wil provide sufcient drag to force it to drft.
c) Float tracking and data processing
The floats transmitted an 80 sec 250 Hz acoustic signal once per day. Float clock
corrections and positions were calculated from the times of arival of signals received
at the moored listening stations. Spurious positions were edited manualy, gaps
less than 10 days long were linearly interpolated, and the resulting time series were
smoothed by means of a Gaussian shaped filter (of weights 0.054, 0.245, 00403, 0.245,
and 0.054) to reduce position errors and tidal and inertial fluctuations. Velocity
along trajectories was calculated at each fial position by means of a cubic spline
function. The average accuracy of a fi was estimated to be less than 10 km basd
on a comparson of float launch locations and fist tracked positions (Table IV).
3 1800 m Thajectories
A sumary plot (Figue 2) of 1800 m trajectories shows strikingly different kinds of
trajectones in different regions. Eight of the fifteen floats drifted southeastwad for
vaous lengths of time in a fast (50-60 cm/sec), narow ('" 100 km), deep western
boundar current (DWBC). Five floats drifted long eastward distances, up to 250
of longitude, within a few degrees of the equator. Compared to these, the two floats
in the eastern Atlantic near iioN barely moved.
a) DWBC trajectories
The best evidence for a narow, swift DWBC comes from the fist two months,
Februar and March 1989, when three floats (10, 14, and 5) drifted southward
(Figures 3, 4). Float 10 grounded on the continental slope after 51 days; the two
others reached the equator. Float 14 retured northward and ended up near the
9
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Figue 2: Sumary of 1800 m SaFAR float trajectories and overal displacement
vectors from Januar 1989 to November 1990. Arrowheads are spacd at intervals
of 30 days along trajectories.
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Figue 3: Individual 1800 m float trajectories along the western boundary from January
1989 to November 1990. Arrowheads are spaced at 30 day intervals. Upper panels show
floats 5 and 14 launched directly into the DWBC in early February 1989. Middle panels show
floats 2 and 8 that were entrained into the DWBC in January 1990 (5) and March 1990 (2).
Lower panels show float 13, which remained in the vicinity of the western boundary from
February 1990 to November 1990, and float 4, which meandered southeastward offshore of
the mean DWBC.
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DWBC near 6N in November 1990. Float 5 drfted eastward along the equator to
29W (July 1989), and then westward, ending near IN, 40W.
The next three floats (2, 8, and 13) drfted westward from offshore launch
positions and were entrained into the DWBC near 7N. Floats 2 and 8 drfted
southwad in the DWBC durng Januar-Apri 1990. Float 8 reached the equator
in April, recirculated to the north, was re-entrained into the DWBC in July, crossed
the equator in August, and reached 4S by October, the farthest south of any 1800 m
float. Float 2 crossed the equator in April 1990, recirculated inshore durng May-
July, and then continued southward to 3S at the end. Float 13 entered the DWBC
in Februar 1990, where it made numerous loops and reached as far south as 4N by
November 1990. This float plus float 14 looped in a 200 km diameter cyclonic eddy
centered near 4.5N, 46.5W next to the western boundar (July-October 1990).
Three other floats were briefly in the DWBC south of the equator. Float 9,
launched in the DWBC near the equator, exited and drifted eastward along the
equator. Float 6 drifted near the equator for most of the 21 months, entered the
DWBC in October 1990 and drifted south to 2.5S. Float 1, launched on the equator
near 39W, briefly drifted southeastward in the DWBC, then eastward to 14W, then
north across the equator near 18W. This path showed that a float crossing the
equator in the DWBC may return northward again, although the float ended up
near the equator. Out of the six floats in the DWBC, two (2 and 8) crossed the
equator within 21 months.
b) DWBC velocity
Most 1800 m floats drfted southeastward paraleling the 1800 m depth contour
while they were in the DWBC (Figure 5). In order to calculate the cross- and
along-stream characteristics of this current, float positions and velocities were con-
verted to distances seaward of the 1800 m contour and velocity components normal
and parallel to the contour. The mean velocity and transport of the DWBC as
measured by 1800 m floats in this coordinate system are shown in Figue 6 and val-
ues tabulated in Table V. Only floats west of 43W were included in this composite
in order to screen out floats in swift equatorial currents. Figue 6 is noteworthy
because it represents a space (ON-7N) and time (12 months) average that shows the
horizontal structure of this portion of the DWBC. Individual along-boundar veloc-
ity vaues peaked at around 55 cm/sec and 10 km bin averages reached 26 cm/sec.
The DWBC was bounded by a flaning counterfow or recirculation; the width of
the DWBC is 100 km as measured between points of zero velocity, and the width
of the recirculation is at least 600 km.
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Figure 6: Average along-boundary velocity, transport, and eddy kinetic energy at 1800 m
in the vicinity of the deep western boundary current (DWBC), west of 43W. Al available
individual daily velocities were grouped and averaged in lO-km-wide bins paralel to the
1800 m depth contour, which is from the ETOP05 data base. Nine different floats were
used to obtain this composite, which consists of roughly 3000 daily velocity observations.
Eight floats drifted in the region of the mean DWBC jet and provided 500 daily observations.
Transport per unit depth (103 m3 Is) was obtained by summing, in the seaward direction, the
product of bin width and the average velocity in each bin. Eddy kinetic energy (cm2 Isec2)
-2 -2 -2-2
was calculated using 1/2( u' + v' ) where u' and v' are the variances of the velocity vaues
parallel and normal to the 1800 il contour.
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Table V: Summary of 1800 m Deep Western Boundar Current Observtions,
January 1989 to October 1990; 2S-12N west of 43W
Number Maxum
Number of Velocity Transport
of floats observa- Peak (10 km average) Current per unit
il tions in Velocities and standard Width depth (a)
Date current current (em/see) error (em/see) (km) (1Q3 m2/s) )
Composite,
J an 89-Det 90 8 500 50-60 26 :: 5 (b) 100 14:: 3(b)
1) J an 89-0ct 89 4 124 50-60 39::5 100+ 23 :: 4 (c)
2) Nov 89-Apr 90 3 188 40-50 30::4 100 16:: 3
3) May 90-0ct 90 3 177 30-40 19:: 6 100 8::2
(a) The total transport ofthe upper core ofthe DWBC was estimated to be 14.7 x 106 m3/s
by combining the horizontal velocity profile from floats with the vertical profile from a
current meter array (Colin et al" 1991) that was moored near the center of the DWBC
jet as observed at 1800 m. The mooring was located at 6.2N, 51.0W from March 31, 1990
to November 18, 1990, a duration of 230 days. The depth of the meters and southward
along-boundary mean velocities were 800 m, -1.6 cm/sec; 1400 m, 11.4 cm/sec; 2000 m,
18.9 cm/sec; and 2700 m, 15.6 cm/sec. The velocity was assumed to be zero at the sea floor
at 2800 m. The total transport was calculated from the width and thickness of the DWBC
and by assuming it was ellptical in shape.
(b) The standard error of maxmum velocity was estimated from individual observation in
10-km bins. The standard error of transport was estimated in two ways: first as listed from
the average velocities in 10-km bins, second, from the three values of transport over the
21 months, which imply a standard error for the composite of around 4 x 103 m2/s.
(c) Floats sampled the DWBC in January-March 1989. A data gap occurred offshore of the
DWBC between 90-130 km; the transport is up to the data gap. The width and transport
could have been larger than given here.
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c) DWBC recirculation
Floats offshore of the DWBC reveal (1) a northwestward recirculation between the
DWBC and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and (2) an inflow to the DWBC in the region 5-
ION. Evidence consists off our floats (2,4,8, and 13) launched offshore of the DWBC
in latitudes 6-10N. These floats gradualy drifted westwad and were entraied into
the DWBC with a mean velocity of u = -1.5:: 0.5 cm/sec, v = -0.2:: 0.2 cm/sec.
In addition, after floats 8 and 14 had reached the equator in the DWBC, they
recirculated northwestward offshore of the DWBC. In contrast to these floats in
the west, the easternmost floats (7 and 12) near 11N drifted very slowly, implying
very weak or zero recirculation east of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The combined mean
velocity of floats 7 and 12 was u = -0.l1::O.19 cm/sec, v = 0.02::O.21 cm/sec, not
significantly different from zero. Evidence for recirculation is also seen in Figure 6.
Although bin-averaged velocity values fluctuate around zero as a function of distance
offshore of the DWBC, the integrated alongshore transport gradually decreases in
the offshore direction.
Recirculation velocity and transport were estimated two ways. First the av-
erage velocities in 10 km bins (Figure 6) were grouped and averaged which gives a
mean recirculation speed of 0.61::O.25 cm/sec. Second, all individual float velocities
in the 90-km to 700-km band seaward of the DWBC (west of 43W) were grouped
and averaged which gives a mean northwestward recirculation velocity paralel to
the 1800 m contour of 0.47:: 0.52 cmjsec and inflow velocity toward the DWBC
of 0.73:: 0.55 cm/sec. These two mean recirculation velocities suggest that around
39% of the 1800 m DWBC recirculated west of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (which is
located around 1100 km from the 1800 m contour). Assuming that this percentage
is representative of volume transport implies that around 5.8 x 106 m3/s of the
upper DWBC recirculated, leaving 8.9 x 106 m3/s to cross the equator; however,
the estimated standard errors are only slightly smaller than the mean values, so the
magnitude of the recirculation is stil uncertain.
d) Equatorial currents
A vertical profie of velocity was measured with a freely fallng velocity profier near
the equator when the floats were launched there (Figure 7). The profie revealed-a
well-developed pattern of alternating eastward and westward currents or jets over
the upper 2200 m. The most prominent eastward jets were (1) the Equatorial
Undercurrent, reaching 76 cm/sec at 70 m, (2) a 28 cm/sec jet at 1000 m, and
(3) an 11 cm/sec jet at 2000 m. Four 1800 m floats appeared to be located in this
third jet, which extended from around 1600 m to 2200 m~ The trajectories imply
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EQUATORIAL VELOCITY PROFILE (em/see)
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Figue 7: Profile of velocity (em/see) as a function of pressure measured on 17 January
1989 at ON, 30W (from Ponte et al., 1990). The profieextended down to within 200 m ofthe
sea floor. Solid line represents the eatward velocity component; dashed line is northward
velocity; large dots show nominal float depths at launch.
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that this equatorial jet extended at least 20_30 north and south of the equator
(Figues 3, 8) and around 250 longitudinaly.
Three floats launched near the equator (1, 6, and 9) plus another (5) that
peeled off from the DWBC into the equatorial band drfted long distances in this
1800 m curent. Float 1 drfted along 2S-3S from 39W to 14W, a distance of
2750 km over 310 days at a mean velocity of 10 cm/sec. Float 6 drfted eastward
along 1N-3N from 42W to 27W and then bac to 40W, where it turned and headed
south in the DWBC.
Three of the floats (5, 6, and 9) that fist drfted eatward along the equator
tured and then drfted back westward along the equator. Grouping al avaable ve-
locities into a large equatorial box, 2.5S-2.5N, 20W-40W, and caculating monthly
mean velocity values (Figure 9) shows the mean flow near 1800 m was 4.1 cm/sec
eastward from Februar 1989 to February 1990, and then 4.6 cm/sec westward from
March 1990 to October 1990. These values include float 15, which differed by slowly
drifting westward over the 21 months. A confrmation of the time varation of the
equatorial current system is sen in a second velocity profie near ON, 30W in June
1991 that showed a westward current from 1600 m to 2000 m where the profie
stopped (Böning and Schott, 1992).
In sumary, of the floats that were launched on the equator (1, 6, 9, and 15)
or that drfted there in the DWBC (2, 5, 8, and 14), one (14) recirculated, two (2
and 8) crossed the equator in the DWBC, and one (6) entered the DWBC from the
equator, leaving four near the equator at the end of tracking in November 1990.
e) DWBC-equatorial current connection
The 1800 m trajectories show that when the equatorial current was going eastward,
some of the DWB C water turned and flowed eastward along the equator (floats 5, 9).
Eventually, after about a year, the equatorial current reversed and flowed westward
(floats 5, 6, and 9). When the westward equatorial current reached the western
boundar, some of the equatorial current turned southward and entered the DWBC
south of the equator (float 6). At this time two of the DWBC floats (2 and 8)
crossed the equator. Thus the pattern of cross-equatorial flow in the DWBC seems
to be coupled with the direction of equatorial curents. An implication is that the
equatorial currents act as a temporar reservoir for DWBC water, storing it in
eastward flow and releasing it in westward flow. Virtually al net cross-equatorial
flow occurred in the west near the boundary, except for temporary crossings by
floats farther east trapped in higher frequency motion within a few degrees of the
equator. A. schematic diagram of the inferred general circulation of upper North
Atlantic Deep Water is given in Figure 10.
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1800m TRAJECTORIES ALONG THE EQUATOR
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Figue 8: Individual 1800 m float trajectories along the equator from January 1989
to November 1990. Arrowheads are spaced at 30-day intervas.
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Figure 10: Schematic diagrams summarizing the 21 months of 1800 m float data.
The width of currents is roughly proportional to estimated transport: 15 x 106 m3/s
in the DWBC north of the equator, 6 x 106 m3/s in the recirculation there, and
9 x 106 m3/s in the DWBC south of the equator.
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4 3300 m Trajectories
The 3300 m float trajectories look very different from the 1800 m ones (Figue 11).
No obvious DWBC is seen, which was surrising because the 3300 m floats were
launched near the western boundary in the lower North Atlantic Deep Water. Four
trajectories (floats 36, 39, 40, and 42) were obtained near 7N, 50W from Februar
1989 to Februar 1990, but none of these looks like those in the DWBC at 1800 m.
Thus the evidence from the 3300 m floats suggests that there was either no DWBC or
a very weak one at this depth, with the core of lower deep water located signcantly
below 3300 m.
Three of the four equatorial floats alo drfted rather erratically without any
indication of being in the DWBC. Their mean velocity was u = -0.04:l0.39 cm/sec,
v = 0.30:l 0.42 cm/sec. The one exception, float 30, drfted southeastward at
1.4 cm/sec over topography shalower than 3000 m. In addition, it was tracked
longer than the others, implying it was probably shallower than they were. For
these reasons, we think this float was in the upper part of the North Atlantic Deep
Water and therefore unepresentative of velocity at 3300 m. We conclude that there
is no evidence of a prominent DWBC at 3300 m.
The 3300 m floats near the equator did not drift far eastward, as the 1800 m
floats did. This lack of significant flow along the equator at 3300 m agrees with the
equatorial velocity profile (Figure 7) that showed weak flow below 2200 m.
5 800 m Trajectories
a) Intermediate Western Boundary Current (IWBC)
Two 800 m floats launched near 6N (22,23) and a third near the equator (28) clearly
translated in a mean northwestward direction along the boundar (Figures 12, 13
and Table VI) in the inferred direction taken by Antarctic Intermediate Water.
One of these (28) probably entered the Caribbean through the Grenada Passage
in April 1990. In addition, a 650 m bobber float (B63) launched near the equator
tranlated up the boundary. The mea velocity of these four floats was 3.5 :l
0.8 cm/sec toward 3070, where the standard error was calculated from the four
velocity values. Several other 800 m floats (20, 21, 25, and 26) translated eastward
and southeastward in counterfows. Floats 19 and 26 drifted southward and then
eastward long distances in equatorial currents. These floats suggest that some of
the water in a countercurrent offshore of the IWBC fed into the equatorial current.
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Table VI: Northwestward Intermediate Western Boundary Current (IWBC) at 800 m
Maxmum
Veloeity Transport
N umber of (20 km average) per unit
observations and standard Width depth
in IWBC error (em/see) (km) (103 m2/s)
I All Floats
including 1833 7.1 :I 3.8 300 5.8:1 1.8 (a)
Bobbers
II No Loopers (b) 1606 4.5 :I 3.6 300 2.7 :I 1.6
III No Bobbers (e) 1091 6.8 :I 3.8 180 4.2 :I 1.6
iv No Bobbers
or Loopers 782 4.5 :I 3.6 160 2.2 :I 1.6
(a) Float velocity values were grouped in 20-km bins as a function of distance seaward
of the 800 m depth contour. Only floats within the rectangle extending from 4N-13N,
43W-55W were included in order to screen out floats in equatorial currents. The north-
westward transport in the IWBC was estimated by integrating the mean velocity in 20-km
bins seaward from the western boundary to the point of maxmum transport, near a dis-
tance of 200-300 km from the 800 m contour. The standard error of IWBC transport was
estimated from the different 20-km mean velocity values within the region of the IWBC.
Total transport did not vary much when the size of the rectangle 4N-13N, 43W-55W was
varied, except for increasing somewhat as the western edge was shifted farther to the west
to include more of the northwestward going trajectories.
(b) Loopers are floats looping in anticyclonic eddies (see Table VII).
(c) Two Bobber floats located near 650 m were included in I and II.
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b) Anticyclonic eddies
Three of the four floats (22, 28, and B63) that drifted northwestward the farthest
looped for vaous amounts of time in three different anticyclonic eddies as the eddies
tranlated up the western boundary (Figue 14, Table VII). The mean velocity of
the eddies, which was northwestward at 8.1 :: 1.0 cm/sec, contributed signficatly
to the mean velocity and transport in the IWBC (Table VI). Approximately 50% of
the total northward transport in the IWBC was accounted for by the measurements
of these floats looping in a.ticyclones.
c) :Equatorial currents at 800 m
Most visually striking of the 800 m trajectories (Figures 12, 15) is the long eatward
drift of floats in a band from around 5S to 6N. These floats equilibrated at a depth
near the top of an eatward equatorial jet that had a peak speed of 28 cm/sec
and thickness of 500-600 m (Figure 7). The floats apparently descended into the
jet and were carried eastward by it. Most remarkable is the broad width, '" 1 1 0 in
latitude, of the dominantly eastward equatorial curents. Peak speed along eastward
trajectories was '" 30 cm/sec, and the average eastward velocity calculated by
grouping al eastbound floats in the box 5S-6N, 5W--0W was 1O.6:: 0.9 cm/sec.
Coupling this value with the 110 width and 500 m thickness gives an eastward
transport per unit width of 128 x 103 m2/s and a volume tranport of 64 x 106 m3/s.
Of course, regions of westward flow could be embedded in the eastward current,
which would reduce the mean velocity, and a few are seen. Stil, the trajectories
imply that very large amounts of water can flow in equatorial currents at this depth.
Six different floats drifted eastward in the equatorial currents; two of these
drifted southward into the equatorial band and then eastward. Float 24, launched
on the equator at 30W, went 260 east along 0-2S to 5W, the farthest east of any
float. This float was ballasted to equilibrate near 1125 m, near the center of the
jet (Figure 7). Assuming that the eastward jet began near the western boundary
implies that the current extended coherently eastward about 380 of longitude, to at
least 5W.
d) Reversal
Three of the four floats (24, 26, and 31) that were stil in the 5S-6N band at the end
of the 21 months reversed direction shortly before the end. The fourth float (19)
looked as if it had just stopped near 5N, 26W, and was perhaps about to reverse
direction. This reversal of the equatorial current is inferred to be primarly a tempo-
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Figure 14: A) Trajectories of 800 m floats trapped in eddies as inferred from looping
trajectories (see Table VII). In each case shown, a float made at least two consecu-
tive loops in the same direction, implying it was trapped in an eddy. Anticyclone A
was tracked by floats 28 and B63 almost continuously from Januar 25, 1989 to
January 22, 1990. An early meander in the trajectory of 28 was found to be a loop
when the mean translation of this float was subtracted from the trajectory.
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ral change because the 800 m floats would have stil been well within the equatorial
jet seen on Figue 7. The one deeper float (24) would have been near 1350 m when
it reversed, close to the lower limit of the jet. The mean westward velocity of the
westbound trajectories in the box 5W--0W, 5S-6N was 7.8:l 1.4 cm/sec, roughly
equal to the eastbound velocities.
e) Southward velocity
Three of the five 800 m floats launched near the equator (16, 24, and 34) plus two
others launched near 9N (26) and 11N (19) drifted on average southward between
Brazil and Africa. This can be seen in the southward til of their trajectories and
displacement vectors (Figure 12). The mean southward velocity of these five floats
was 1.3:: 0.3 cm/sec, with the standard error estimated from the five individual
mean velocity vaues. Although the mean southward velocity of all observations in
the box 5W -40W, 5S-6N was 0.8:: 1.0 cm/ sec, not significantly different from zero,
the southward trend of the trajectories and displacement vectors suggests that the
southward velocity might be of importance.
f) IWBC-equatorial current connection at 800 m
A schematic diagram of the inferred mean circulation at 800 m is shown in Figure 16.
The IWBC is interpreted to be continuous along the boundar with par feeding
into the equatorial current. Since the eastward equatorial current only reversed
near the end of the 21 months, the mean circulation shown here does not include a
westward equatorial current. If the westward flow persists for the same duration as
the eastward flow, then a schematic of the longer term circulation at 800 m might
look like Figure 10 with its arows reversed in direction.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
SaFAR floats have given a fist Lagrangian view of flow in the upper core of the
DWBC, its connection to equatorial currents, and its cross-equatorial flow. The
DWBC at 1800 m was found to be a narow, 100 km wide jet, flowing with peak
speeds of 55 cm/sec and peak average (10 km bin) speeds of 26 cm/sec. Roughly
39% of its 14.7 x 106 m3/s transport recirculated between the current and the
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, leaving around 9 x 106 m3/s to cross the equator. At times
DWBC water flowed eastward along the equator long distances. At other times,
when the equatorial current was westward, the DWBC crossed the equator, joined
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by flow turing south from the equator. Thus the equatorial curent sems to
serve as a temporar reservoir for DWBC water. Variations in the DWBC and its
cross-equatorial flow seem to be linked to low-frequency vaations of the equatorial
current. The inferred period of the vaations is around three years basd on the
21 months of data. The longer term drft of the floats over an additional two year
should provide a better picture of the varations of these curents and the longer-
term fate of DWBC water.
The 3300 m float trajectories look very different from the 1800 m ones; no
indication of a DWBC was observed and the mean velocity was slow. We conclude
that these floats were located in a low velocity layer separating the upper and lower
cores of both freon and velocity in the DWBC. Thus the DWBC is very dierent
off Northeast Brazil than off Abaco, where a single southward flowing jet extended
from around 1000 m to the sea floor near 4700 m.
Most visually striking of the 800 m trajectories is the long eastward drift of
floats between 5S-6N, which suggests large transports. The reversal in direction
of several floats near the end of the 21 months implies that the flow vared with a
period of around three years. Large southward transport in the equatorial band is
suggested by the southward tilt of five trajectories there. If the equatorial currents
are tilted on average, their reversal could also cause a reversal of transport, which
implies that the cross-equatorial flow could have large low-frequency varations at
this depth.
At 800 m, a northwestward-flowing IWBC was observed north of the equa-
tor, bounded in the offshore direction by counterflow which fed into the equatorial
current from as far north as UN. Around half of the transport per unit depth in
the IWBC consisted of a series of three anticyclonic eddies that translated up the
boundar. One was tracked all the way from the equator to 1 IN. North of 7N the
anticyclones are inferred to be subsurface manifestations of 
North Brazil Current
retroflection eddies.
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Appendix A: Summary Composites of Trajectories
The following figues include: (1) sumares of al trajectories and displacement
vectors at eac depth (6 figues), (2) sumares of eastbound and westbound floats
near the equator at 800 m (floats 16, 19,24,26,31,34) and 1800 m (floats 1,5,6,9)
(4 figues), and (3) threemonth composites of al floats at each depth (12 figues).
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Appendix B: Plots of Individual Floats
The followig figures are ordered by increasing depth into four groups: (1) Bobbers,
(2) 800 m floats, (3) 1800 m floats, and (4) 3300 m floats. Three plots are included
for eac float: a common-area trajectory plot with arowheads spaced at intervas of
30 days, a trajectory enlargement showing daily positions and dates every 30 days,
and velocity vectors and eastward and northwad velocity components. Maximum
and minimum pressures are added for Bobber floats.
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